
3 Ways to  
Get Your Money on the  

FAST TRACK

What’S 

your

Block?
MONEY



We’ve been trained to iden.fy and clear money blocks.  

But did you know that this is completely contradictory advice to “what you focus on, expands”? 

Focusing on finding blocks only a'racts more blocks. This is like a rocking chair. It gives you 
something to do, but you’re not going anywhere.  

In other words, the “belief” that there is a money block— IS a block itself.  

Instead... 

Imagine you’re a train and there are tracks to get you to your des.na.on.  
 
There you are…  

• Chugging along, slowly but surely—on the scenic route  

• Or perhaps you’re on a high speed bullet train— on the fast track.  

At any moment, you can use a “SWITCH” to shiN to a different track. 
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Instead, it has neural pathways that you’ve created— as 
a product of your environment (parents, schools, media, 
society)—that have taught you the thoughts, aStudes 
and values that become beliefs.  

These beliefs become ac.ons and habits. These ac.ons 
become your outer results. 

When you flip the switch, you can create a new neural 
pathway that leads to different thoughts, beliefs and 
ac.ons. 
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             SWITCH #1:  THE TAKE 8 RULE 

If you’ve ever gone down a wrong path and had to turn around, you know having the right 
direc.ons in the first place would have saved a lot of .me and energy. 

Life comes preVy fast and if you don’t take the .me to process it and reflect on it, you could end 
up at a very different des.na.on—and fast. This is why it’s beneficial for you to Take 8 (which I’ll 
explain in a moment).  

Three switches to Get Your  
        on the Fast TrackMoney

This “railway switch” is more accurate to how our brain works. Our brain does NOT have blocks— 
anatomically or metaphorically! 

These ac.ons turn into new results and a new des.na.on. 

In other words… Change Your BELIEFS. Change Your LIFE.

Money



The military has this saying that “Slow is smooth and smooth is fast,” and the same concept can 
apply to your business and life. Let me explain. 

Most high achieving individuals don’t realize that by regularly practicing self-care, they can 
stretch their energy further and their intuitive insights are clearer. When we're at our busiest and 
stress is high, that's when we need to ramp up our self-care the most. 

When you add self-care, you become a perpetual self-charging energy system, experiencing 
greater intuition, creativity and other benefits. See Figure 1:
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Take 8 is simple and it will help you open up your intui.on, increase your produc.vity and speed 
up your results.  

Take 8 Minutes 
Choose at least one .me in your day that you can be s.ll and silent for at least 8 minutes. For my 
8-minute prac.ce which can vary from 8 minutes to one hour (if I desire), I start with a prayer 
and pour out gra.tude for my blessings, declare my desires and ask my ques.ons. Then, I sit and 
listen to my intui.on.  

Take 8 Hours 
Next, choose one day during your week “to be” for 8 hours. Yes, I realize this can be a stretch to 
schedule a full 8 hours. Here’s a different way to think about it. I remember reading a study 
about workplaces that allowed their employees to be free to create on one day a week. They 
could work on anything in the name of innova.on and crea.vity to help the company. This 
resulted in increased morale, produc.vity, innova.on and higher profits. Employees produced 
ideas that turned into new products, services and processes. Without giving their employees the 
giN of 8 hours in the week to have freedom, these companies wouldn’t have seen these gains. 
The 8 hours can be produc.ve. You can s.ll be working on something, but instead shiN your 
focus on working on what you love or what peaks your curiosity.



Take 8 Days 
Take 8 days per year to reflect, rest, relax and receive 
inspira.on and ideas. Personally, I schedule .me away 
from my work, without a schedule or i.nerary. I love to 
travel, but I also realize that I don’t need to go anywhere 
to devote this .me. In fact, staying near home can be the 
most resaul and rejuvena.ng, without the stress of 
packing bags, airports and being outside of one’s comfort 
zone. Of course, being outside one’s comfort zone is 
freeing and opens the ability to see things from a different 
perspec.ve. The point is, you don’t need to go anywhere 
to do this.  

Schedule this .me in your calendar. No one is going to 
give that .me to you, except yourself. 
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Taking this Eme is just the first step. You must develop the ability to tune 
into your intuiEon and receive inspiraEon accurately, so that you can align 
yourself to your Future Self—the one who has achieved all your dreams.

             SWITCH #2:  ALIGN TO YOUR FUTURE SELF 

Most entrepreneurs are doing business using only two eyes, instead of four eyes.  

When we magnify our vision by puSng on new eyeglass frames, we see our business in a new 
way.  

Figure 2 represents how most entrepreneurs do business only using the two eyes, or the le3er I’s 
(see what I did there?).

IdenEty: Driven by the entrepreneur’s background, the team and 
the brand iden.ty.  

Influence: Achieved with an aVrac.ve brand iden.ty, persuasive 
brand posi.oning and proper promo.on. 

In Figure 2, IdenEty is at the founda.on of the mountain and 
Influence is at the peak of the mountain. 

FIGURE 2:
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As we connect to the Future Self, God and the unseen, 
represented by the diamond in Figure 3, we access a deeper 
and more meaningful purpose in business and life. 

When we do this, our triangle moves to the right. We include 
God, our Future Self (and Higher Self) and receive “inspired 
guidance” through Intui.on to lead us into the unknown.  

My book, The Intui.on-Led Business, explains an easy to 
understand process for opening up one’s intui.on in the 
shortest amount of .me possible, so that entrepreneurs who 
really want to make a bold impact in the world can do that—
and fast.
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In this new triangle, IdenEty (both your Brand Iden.ty and 
your true Soul Iden.ty) and IntuiEon are at the founda.on.  

At the peak is something even beVer than Influence. It’s 
Impact!  

Something else happens, too—a spark lights up your en.re 
soul and purpose. In the process, we create a tremendous 
ripple effect because we’re shining even brighter than before—
in complete alignment with our soul iden.ty, spiritual giNs, 
purpose—and all that we’re meant to become.

FIGURE 3:

FIGURE 4:

Here’s the difference... 
Most of us are not in alignment with our souls because we don’t know who we TRULY are, at the 
soul level. 

When we don’t know who we are, we are on the “Fated Path”— a default path. 

When we align to our Future Self, we course correct onto our “DesEned Path”—the one aligned 
to our Purpose.



The process of alignment is constant. Just like 
your back accidentally gets out of alignment, 
we can also accidentally get out of alignment, 
too.  This is why we see Chiropractors for an 
adjustment. Likewise, once we get aligned to 
our Future Self, we can stay that way by 
constantly correc.ng course. 

Alignment is about living in integrity with who 
you are, your purpose and giving your truest 
giNs to make the world a beVer place. You feel 
fulfilled, whole, complete and in love with your 
life and business. 

Aligning to your Future Self definitely gets you 
on the Fast Track to crea.ng the life you 
desire… 
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However, even if you’re ge]ng a flow of “inspired guidance” coming from 
your Future Self through your intuiEon, it’s possible you won’t hear it, 
believe it or act on it—  because of your subconscious beliefs.

             SWITCH #3:  FIRMLY ESTABLISH 
PROSPERITY IN THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND 

Prosperity is more than just money.  

Prosperity means tapping into your full potenEal. 

You can have prosperity in all 8 areas of your life: 
• Family & Friends 
• Love & Marriage 
• Health 
• Fun & Crea.vity 
• Career 
• Reputa.on 
• Money 
• Spirituality 

However, limi.ng beliefs about Prosperity can get you off track.  

Why?  

Because beliefs underpin your ac.ons. 

Money



For example, you could be addicted to being busy— even bragging or lamen.ng about how busy 
you are.  Perhaps this comes from a belief that working hard means you’ll make more money or 
be more successful. Nothing could be further from the truth.  

When we clean up your old programming, we can install your new program of who you are and 
what you desire—and be able to hear your intui.on when it’s talking to you. 

This is Why Mindset Accounts for 80% or More of Business Success…
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Your beliefs, thoughts and aStudes have led you to this point in your business—and they 
influence every word you speak, every project you touch and every ac.on you take.  

It’s not as easy as turning on a light switch and saying “presto.” Your mindset doesn’t work like 
that.  

We all have three types of knowledge:

1. What You Know You Know: the English 
language, 1+1=2, the sky is blue, etc. 

2. What You Know You Don’t Know: fluency in 
La.n, the exact number of people on the planet 
at any given .me, your soul purpose, etc. 

3. What You Don’t Know You Don’t Know: most of 
the mysteries of the Universe, what others see in 
us that we don’t, what’s in our “blind spot,” and 
hidden subconscious beliefs. This represents the 
largest chunk of knowledge. 



And, there are three levels to your mind: 

• super conscious (connec.on to your 
intui.on, Future Self, Higher Self, God) 

• conscious (what you know and what you 
know you don’t know) 

• the subconscious (your blind spot, what you 
don’t know you don’t know) 

The subconscious mind is the unconscious 
program that is running your life, decisions and 
ac.ons.
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You may believe something on a conscious level, like “running a business is difficult,” but on the 
subconscious level, it’s oNen much darker than that. The subconscious mind is literal. It picks up 
on everything in your environment, your childhood upbringing, everyday ac.ons and what you 
consume—the news, movies, music, conversa.ons and more. 

Your subconscious mind is like a computer program running in the background. 

Like a computer program, the subconscious mind is literal and non-ra.onal. It’s also deeply 
emo.onal. For example, while your conscious mind might be saying, “running a business is 
difficult,” your subconscious mind is running the darker program that “rich people are greedy and 
dishonest.” If you had this hidden program running in your subconscious mind, do you think you’ll 
reach a higher income? Your subconscious mind won’t let you—and will sabotage any efforts in 
that direc.on.  

And how would you know you have this subconscious program running?  You wouldn’t. That’s 
why it’s subconscious!  

The good news is, you can rewire false limi.ng beliefs with new posi.ve ones. 

Your subconscious mind really is suppor.ve and protec.ve, even though you may be feeling like 
it’s the saboteur of your dreams. You can rewire and replace false limi.ng beliefs so that your 
subconscious can then support you with these upgraded beliefs, thoughts and aStudes in the 
background. 

There are more than 500 (and coun.ng) nega.ve beliefs, thoughts and aStudes that I’ve 
iden.fied and successfully transformed into posi.ve ones through learning intui.on mastery and 
subconscious reprogramming. 

These beliefs that affect your prosperity, and specifically money, can be in any of the 8 areas of 
life. 

THE ROOTS

THE BRANCHES

THE LIGHT SOURCE
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Let’s say you want to release weight in your body. No maVer what you do (ea.ng healthy, 
working out, etc.), you’re not reaching the goal. Is it really about your ac.ons? No, it’s about your 
beliefs.  

The first .me I realized this, I was asking and praying for answers about why I didn’t “like” 
exercising. You know, it’s probably normal to dislike exercising, but at one point I enjoyed it. I 
could have thought reasonably, “Oh, well no one likes it. Maybe you have to start to do it and 
then you’ll learn to like it. Blah, blah, blah.” I knew there was another reason though, so I wanted 
to know why no maVer how hard I tried, I would self-sabotage and feel so busy or .red that I 
couldn’t exercise.  

As I was siSng in silence, listening for the answer from my intui.on, a movie of a past memory 
flashed in my mind. It was five years ago, and I was very fit. Perhaps I didn’t think so at the .me, 
but hindsight is 20/20. I went into a convenience store for some water and inside were these 
construc.on workers who were whistling at me and saying things about me, as if I didn’t hear 
them. I couldn’t wait to get out of there! I was so uncomfortable. I didn’t start sabotaging myself 
overnight, but over a period of .me, I temporarily lost that fit body. 

Suddenly it dawned on me. I had a (false) belief about myself: “being aVrac.ve isn’t safe.” Now it 
made total sense to me why my subconscious mind was keeping me disempowered from geSng 
a fit body again. The subconscious mind isn’t ra.onal like the conscious mind. It’s literal. It 
recorded the context of the trip to the convenience store and equated being aVrac.ve with 
being unsafe. My conscious mind didn’t have a chance to explain why that was irra.onal. The 
subconscious mind simply installed the soNware on the hard drive and the conscious mind 
started to run on the new program. 

I realized that this subconscious belief was affec.ng my money, too. My Future Self is fully in the 
spotlight sharing a transforma.onal message. If being aVrac.ve isn’t safe, then why would I 
really put my true self completely out in the spotlight (where it could be unsafe)? I was clearly on 
a different track than the one that leads to tapping into my full poten.al for money— and 
prosperity in all 8 areas of life.  
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WITH THESE 3 SWITCHES,  WHAT IS 
POSSIBLE FOR YOU? 
You Can: 

• Increase your capacity to hold a bigger business & impact. We build up that strength with 
“Inner Work.” 

• Have a high performance coach who can hold your big vision and share her crea.vity to 
help you realize it. 

• Architect the Blueprint for your big vision, including the who, what, where, when and how. 
• Enhance your aVrac.on to your highest aligned clients. 
• Align you to your Future Self and purpose. 
• Understand your Human Design, your innate giNs and traits, and how you can best op.mize 

your unique energy type. 
• Rewire your Subconscious mind for prosperity (prosperity in all of its forms) using a mix of 

tools from guided visualiza.ons to mind-body healing. 
• Calibrate your message to the True “Soul” of your business. 
• Ar.culate your message in a way that others can understand quickly. 

Which Results In: 
• Confidence in your daily life. 
• New breakthroughs in prosperity, including income. 
• Scaling your free .me. 
• A totally aligned and fulfilling business. 
• Clarity in your message, business model and offerings. 
• Completely owning your power. 
• Deeper connec.on to your intui.on. 
• An irresis.ble personal brand. 
• Increased personal magne.sm and charisma. 
• New intui.ve downloads and inspired guidance. 
• Contribu.ng to the world the way you're meant to and fulfilling what you came here to do.
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MANIFEST A MIRACLE IN 8 DAYS 
If you know that there is something holding you back (but don’t know what it is), then 
the Miracle Challenge is for you.  

What You'll Learn: 
• Why the Law of AVrac.on isn't enough anymore. 
• The NEW Rules of manifes.ng in the new paradigm. 
• How you can use the power of the Subconscious Mind to manifest more quickly. 

What You'll Receive: 
• 9 Video Modules with transforma.onal homework 
• Manifes.ng Medita.on (45 minute audio) 
• Energe.c Clearing Medita.on (5 minute audio) 
• Heart Opening Medita.on (15 minute audio) 
• Daily Affirma.ons from your “Future Self” sent via SMS 
• A 1-hour Business Alignment workshop to complete the challenge 

For a SUPER limited Eme, this challenge is available for you to snag for just 1 easy 
payment of $8.

https://christieturley.com/miracle 

https://christieturley.com/miracle
https://christieturley.com/miracle
https://christieturley.com/miracle


If you’re passionate about making a difference, and 
you’d like to speed up your results, I’ve been helping 
entrepreneurs (for 20 years!) to: 
  

• Create fulfilling businesses aligned to the Future 
Self 

• Breakthrough money ceilings 
• Step into their full power 

 
Learn more about my workshops, classes and coaching 
services: https://christieturley.com/services/  

Want to  
SPEED UP Results? 

Business Mentor ChrisEe Turley sparks 
reinven.on in authors, speakers and 
coaches, so they can align their businesses 
to their future selves, breakthrough their 
money ceilings and manifest abundance in 
all eight areas of life. Her superpower is 
uncovering hidden leverage points that lead 
to exponen.al profits and impact— like one 
client who grew from zero to $15 million in 
under a year. 

She launched her career in marke.ng and 
communica.on while juggling college
classes. By age 24, she had grown two businesses by more than $30 Million total, worked with 
many Fortune 500 brands, and started her own branding & marke.ng agency. Since then, she’s 
started nine businesses and has loved working with transforma.onal authors, speakers and 
coaches during the past 20 years. 

To help entrepreneurs awaken their prosperity, she mentors business owners and shares her 
Intui.ve GiNs and her knowledge as a Money Strategist, Cer.fied Hypnotherapist, NLP Master 
Prac..oner and Cer.fied Strategic Life Coach. She is author of the book, The Intui7on-Led 
Business, a podcast host, and has shared the stage with many New York Times bestselling authors. 
She lives in the USA with her husband and their two beau.ful children. 

ABOUT

https://christieturley.com/services/


Stay  
connected

I love seeing your podcast screenshots or book photos on Instagram:  
@christieturley with hashtags: #christieturley #intuitionledbusiness

Learn more about my workshops, 
classes and coaching: 
https://christieturley.com/services/  

Add a dose of inspiration and positivity 
by subscribing to my podcast: 
http://christieturley.com/the-podcast   
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